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Sustainable Data. Today.

Award Winning
Colocation Data
Center.
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Welcome to
Data Paradise!
Our award-winning colocation data center
is built with Enterprise, Systems Integrators,

EASY TO DO BUSINESS WITH
We understand you need to reduce complexity and increase
reliability and productivity, both for yourselves for your clients.
Hydro66 are agile and responsive in how we work with you in
accordance with our ISO 27001 certification. Simply discuss
your needs with us and we will deliver possible solutions
within hours.

HPC and Cloud providers in mind. We are
cost-effective, easy to work with and are

EFFICIENT

doing the right thing by the planet.

Hydro66 is revolutionising the impact of colocation data
centers on the environment. The direct benefit of 100% green
hydropower and an industry leading efficiency is the lowest
possible carbon footprint. We already re-use more than 50%

COST EFFECTIVE
Hydro66 is a new type of colocation data center. We are built
in accordance with new open standards such as European

of the heat we produce, and we use 30x less water than legacy
data centers. Best of all - we have the awards to prove how
you and your clients are making the best choice.

Code of Conduct for Data Center Efficiency and the Open
Compute Project. This means we have built infrastructure to
match the highly reliable utility grid in Sweden and the cool
climate. Win for your pocket, win for the planet.

Cloud and carrier-neutral
networks for unlimited
connectivity options
Hydro66 has multiple independent carriers present and is a fully

Tele2 have POPs to Microsoft Azure (ExpressRoute) and Amazon

diverse core network site for the Tele2 international network. The

AWS (Direct Connect) through Equinix Amsterdam. For the

Tele2 network extends throughout the Nordics and into every

ultimate scale in performance and capacity applications we offer

major European city. Using diverse fibre routes to Stockholm

transport via DWDM (Layer 1) to the public cloud.

and the major exchanges in Frankfurt, Amsterdam, Paris and
London, you can connect to AMS-IX, LINX, NL-IX, CIX and many

From simple Internet connectivity to complex Layer 2 services

more. Private peering with major operators like Telia International

and public cloud on-ramps - whatever you need, we have

Carrier, C&W, Level3, Orange, Verizon, Vodafone, Sprint, China

you covered.

Telecom and China Mobile.
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What is Colocation?

THE 5 BENEFITS OF COLOCATION
1. Eliminate CapEx connected with design, build, operate of a

Colocation is hosting your servers in a professionally designed

highly specialized technical facility

and operated 3rd party data center such as Hydro66.

2. Increase physical security to a level beyond what the typical
customer can afford

Instead of running their own data center building, companies
‘colocate’ their equipment by renting space, power and

3. Increase reliability of power, cooling and network

telecoms connectivity in a multi-tenant building. The key

connections

point is that the customer (or their services partner) owns the

4. Quick and easy scale up/down to meet changing business

IT equipment but rents the required physical space, power

requirements

and cooling to host it within the colocation data center.

5. Create a business continuity scenario for your existing
compute and store facility

Colocation: A Great Balance Between
Risk, Control and Cost
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The 5 benefits shown above contribute to a compelling business case to include colocation
in your digital transformation program. Focus on your core competence whilst striking the
right balance between control, risk and cost.
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Colocation Choices for You

RACK

CAGE

HALL

Starting with the basic building block

Hydro66 design and build private

When you need to build out a custom

of a single rack, with A+B power as

colocation cages for organisations that

data center with your own fire zones,

standard, you can deploy a little as

require additional privacy and security,

power densities, security protocols

3 kW and up to 20 kW of servers and

usually with additional space to grow,

and floor plan layout we have the

storage infrastructure.

for their hosted infrastructure.

perfect solution.

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE YOU
CAN RELY ON

Our Operations team focus on:
• providing our customers outstanding technical solutions
that we are happy to support
• engineering and architecting an award-winning
data center environment
• continuous improvement to maintain ISO27001
and other compliances

Hydro66 understand you need absolute confidence in the

Meanwhile our Sales and Marketing team have built a

team that you entrust with your data. We will walk every

network of partners and Systems Integrators that will help

step with you - from helping planning a data center consoli-

you realise your plans for cloud migration, cost savings in

dation project to migrating a rack of servers out of your own

your IT budget or new technical solutions to core business

building. True environmental and financial sustainability.

problems. Come and meet with us to discover more about
how we can help!
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24/7 Remote Hands
Engineer Support
Remote Hands services are delivered by a qualified team of
rapid response, 24/7 available engineers. Physically present
in the data center, they will perform remote support and
troubleshooting tasks to complement your own processes.

100% Availability SLA
POWER
The Hydro66 data center is fed by independent 20 kV
connections to separate transformers. A and B feeds are
transported across the building by two fully independent
busbars sets dedicated to IT load, all the way to the top of
each rack. Both sides are surge protected and the primary

Security
The Hydro66 data center is secured by 24/7 physically
present guards and is subject to access control and 24x7
CCTV monitoring and video retention. The data center can

(A) side is protected by UPS with generator protection also
available. 100 % power SLA assuming client uses 2 power
sockets per device.
COOLING

be accessed by pre-approved customers, suppliers and

Hydro66 data halls are cooled by direct free-air, filtered and

employees to carry out work on their own equipment.

processed to control humidity, mixed with return warm air to
maintain minimum temperature in the winter months. The
level of resilience in the data centre cooling infrastructure is
at least n+1, meaning there is always spare capacity in the
unlikely event of an equipment malfunction.
Temperature SLA to keep the average temperature within the
cold aisle between 18°C and 27°C. Humidity range is within
ASHRAE Recommended 2015-A1.
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Sustainable Hosting:
Great for the planet
Your IT hardware will be housed at a perfect temperature and
humidity. You can relax knowing that your equipment is safe
and secure in a purpose built data center with all the very
latest controls and monitoring.
Uniquely, you only pay for the power you use at Hydro66.
Our data center PUE is 1.07 and customers do not pay a
cooling multiplier. And remember, 100 % true green means
no certificates or credits to pay for. This means our clients’

10

operational costs are slashed when compared to legacy data
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centers. And Hydro66 colocation services reduce the lifetime

8

environmental impact of power-hungry servers and storage.
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True environmental and financial sustainability.
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100% Hydropower

1.07 PUE
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More Efficient
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55% Heat Recovery

30x Water Efficiency
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Financial Sustainability: Great for You
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What Does 16 600X
Less CO2 Mean?
Not only does Hydro66 have amongst the EU’s lowest power prices,

10 kW Rack hosted: Germany = 66 tonnes CO2

all of that power is produced locally in hydropower plants. The
operational CO2 emissions1 of our hydropower is 0.04 g CO2 per kWh.
In Germany electricity production emits 441 g CO2 per kWh.2

66

This means hosting a single 10 kW rack in Germany contributes
over 66 tonnes of CO2 every year. This is the same emissions as

FLIGHTS

Stockholm to Karachi (4560 kilometers)

flying in a passenger jet for over 300,000 kilometers. Hosting with
Hydro66 almost completely eliminates this source of CO2 from
your carbon footprint.

10 kW Rack hosted: Hydro66 Sweden = 4 kg CO2

• 0.441 kg CO2 of German grid mix kWh / 0.00004 kg of “Hydro66”
CO2 kWh = 11,000 times more CO2
• Add on the PUE difference (1.7 German average3 compared
to 1.07 in Hydro66) and 16,600 times more CO2 is emitted by
hosting in Germany

1

• 66 flights4 Stockholm to Karachi (66,400 kg CO2 ) / compared to
a single 40 km taxi to the airport (4 kg CO2 )5 is also 16,600 times
more CO2

TAXI

Home to Airport (40 kilometers)

Grams CO2 per Kilowatt Hour for
EU Electricity Production (2016)
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https://gryphon4.environdec.com/system/data/files/6/7470/epd88en%20
EPD%202018.pdf

2

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/overview-of-theelectricity-production-2/assessment-4

3

https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/10/10/1470/pdf - page 12
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https://co2.myclimate.org
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https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/cars/Car-CO2-and-fuel-economy-mpg-figures?
CarType=&Manufacturer=&Model=&CO2To=&EquaMpgFrom=&SortBy=CO2&
SortDesc=false&FuelType=
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Standard Design
Specification
HIGH VOLTAGE SUPPLY
Type: 2 separate 130 kV RegionalGrid Substations
Feeds: 2 x 20 kV fully resilient & separated
Outage Data: None > 600 ms since 1979 on 130 kV grid
Availability: 99.9994 %
MEDIUM VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER
Input Voltage: 20 kV
Output Voltage: 400 V 3-phase
Configuration: N+N (2N)
Availbility: 99.9997%
LOW VOLTAGE POWER DISTRIBUTION
AND CONTROL
Type: LV to UPS & bypass in N+N configuration
Capacity: 3200 A
Arc Protection: Independent for A and B feeds
Surge Protection: Class II
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY
Type: Flywheel
Speed: 7,700 RPM
Correction: Outage, Brownout, Surge, Frequency
Sag protection: Spikes, Transients, Noise Harmonic Distortion
Configuration: N on A feed (N+1 available)
Autonomy: 14 seconds
Efficiency: 98% at full load
Power Factor: 0.99 minimum
PF Operation: 0.9 lead to 0.9 lag with no de-rating
DATA HALL LV POWER DISTRIBUTION
Type: Overhead Busbars
Tap Off: 25 A 4-Pole MCBs, 3-Phase CEE socket,
meter for each feed
CABLING
Type: Overhead tray between racks and to telco rooms
Types: Cat 5, 5e, 6 & 7, single & multimode fibre
COOLING
Type: Free Air Cooling
Air flow rate: max. 9m3/s (32 600 m3/hour) per 180 kW pod
FIRE DETECTION
Type: VESDA
Standards: EN 54-20, Class A

FIRE SUPPRESSION
Type: Multiple zones
Suppressant: IG55 Argon/Nitrogen extinguishing agent
Detection trigger: Early detection system
Handheld: In room wall mounted CO2 extinguishing
Firestation: 1,9 km
EQUIPMENT RACKS
Type: Cold Aisle Contained
Dimensions: 48U, 600 mm x 1000 mm - optional in-situ
extension to 1200 mm
Cold Aisle: 1200 mm
Hot Aisle: 1800 mm (down to 1400 mm for 1200 mm racks)
Standard Load per rack: 10 kW, 15A 3-phase (45A single phase)
Max load per rack: 22 kW Standard, upgradeable
PDU: 3-ph, 32 A, (30) C13 & (6) C19
Max load per pod: 180 kW
Security: 5 tumbler swing lock, 2 point locking system,
optional personal combination, private cage
PHYSICAL SECURITY
Physical: Mantrap/airlock to data center secure area
Human: 24x7 security guarding
Access Control: Individual dual factor access control
throughout building, PhotoID access cards; Documented
Access Policy
Alarm: 24/7 Remote monitored alarm system with automatic
security & emergency services call-out protocols
CCTV: External and internal motion detection CCTV, 30 day
retention
Fencing: 3.0 m high perimeter fencing; Remotely controlled
access gate with dedicated CCTV coverage
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
Entry: 5 diverse cable ducts into the property
Carriers: Carrier neutral, 3 carriers on-site available, other
carriers by order
Meet-me Rooms: 2 separated/secured access telco rooms
BUILDING
Layout: Single level ground floor, solid concrete floor, full
access loading bay
Data Halls Phase 1: 14 halls from 250 m2 to 500 m2 each
available
Car parking: onsite and in secured area, truck un/loading
area available
Client Storage: secure storage, staging and office/meeting
rooms available
Remote Hands: Hydro66 have onsite staff 24/7 to meet your
IT and facilities needs
Occupancy: Owned and operated by Hydro66 solely for
colocation clients
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FRANKFURT

H66 helps companies significantly reduce the cost and carbon footprint of hosting their data and
delivering their applications at scale. We are an ultra-low emissions cloud infrastructure data center located
companies
theirsolutions
applications
thefor
inHydro66
Sweden, thehelps
heart offorward-thinking
the new Nordic Super Cloud.
We providematch
truly green
ideallywith
suited

optimal cloud
hosting
environment.
Hydro66 and
provides
ultra-efficient,
Enterprise
strategies,
System Integrators
Cloud Service
Providers.green colocation solutions
ideally suited for large scale wholesale colocation, cloud computing, system integrators and
From
ourcurrent
award-winning
weand
offerunsustainable.
hybrid cloud and
services
beside the
HPC. The
data model isdata
bothcenter,
broken
Thecolocation
vast majority
of compute
largest
electrical
grids,inusing
the lowest
greenlocations
energy andusing
in the most
country
in the EU.
Now
and store
occurs
expensive
citycost
centre
dirty connected
power and
unreliable
grids.
companies
like yoursprices
can enjoy
the same constrained
benefits as theurban
Internet
giants.
Rising electricity
on capacity
grids
compounds the problem. Mean-

while telecoms prices continue to fall at around 20 percent annually. Facebook, Google and
Our team of experts provides our clients with scalable, custom-built IT infrastructure solutions. H66
Apple have solved this by building hyper-scale Nordic data centres beside vast electrical grids

believes that forward-thinking, innovative companies deserve better hybrid cloud and colocation solutions.
which
are highlytruly
reliable,
100 percent
greenscaled
and flexibly.
at ultra-low power prices. Now wholesale,
More
cost-effective,
environmentally
friendly,

enterprise, systems integrators and cloud companies can enjoy similar advantages to the
Internet giants by working with Hydro66.
Visit us at www.hydro66.com, call +46(0) 921 48 97 02
For more information
visit www.hydro66.com, call +46(0) 921 48 97 02
or emailplease
us at sara.grundstrom@hydro66.com
or email us at email us at sara.grundstrom@hydro66.com

Let’s talk! Learn how Hydro66 can help your business process and store data. Better still, increase availability, efficiency and scalability.
And at the same time, reduce complexity, cost and environmental impact. Visit us at www.hydro66.com We’re ready when you are!

